Iron binding by phosvitins: variable mechanism of iron release by phosvitins of diverse species characterized by different degrees of phosphorylation.
The rate of reductive iron release from Fe(III) complexes of phosvitins of diverse fish species, at varied initial degrees of saturation with iron, was studied with particular attention to the effect of the degree of phosvitin phosphorylation on the kinetics of iron release. The reaction was followed colorimetrically as phosphorprotein-bound iron was transferred to an excess of o-phenanthroline, in the presence of hydroquinone as a reducing agent. The principal finding was the variability of the kinetic order or iron release by phosvitins, depending on their degree of saturation with iron and the extent to which their serine residues were phosphorylated. Highly phosphorylated proteins, especially at high initial degrees of iron saturation, obey first-order kinetics. Partially phosphorylated proteins, especially at low initial degrees of iron saturation, release their iron in a zero-order fashion. First-order rates imply that the iron binding sites are kinetically independent of each other. Zero-order behavior appears to reflect iron release from hypothetical iron-binding clusters serving as kinetically effective reactive centers of unchanging concentration for most of the time course of the reaction. Variations of the initial degree of iron saturation of given phosvitins produced variations in their kinetic behavior. The results are considered in terms of a dynamic model of phosvitin iron binding sites which may constitute themselves diversely, in response to the amount of iron that is to be accommodated, or may reconstitute themselves as their molecular environment becomes altered.